
 

PRESS RELEASE  

PERUPETRO CALLS FOR INTERNATIONAL BIDDING ROUND FOR BLOCKS  

III AND IV IN PERUVIAN NORTHWEST 

 Minimum Program establishes investments higher to US$ 200 million in both 

blocks. 

 The award is expected for December 12 of this year. 

PERUPETRO S.A. announced today the International Public Bidding to grant license 

contracts for the exploitation of Blocks III and IV in the Peruvian Northwest, the award of 

these blocks is expected for December 12 of this year. 

According to the terms and conditions approved by the Board of Directors of 

PERUPETRO, the Minimum Work Program considers an investment higher than 200 

million dollars in both blocks. 

 “We had established a demanding work program in order to assure that the new operator 

performs investments which are necessary to increase production in these blocks” 

declared Luis Ortigas, Chairman of the Board of PERUPETRO. 

During the last years Block III has registered an average production of 2,800 barrels of oil 

per day, while in Block IV the average production is of 900 barrels.  

The competitive factor is according to the economic and technical bid submitted by 

interested investors. 

Both blocks are located in Talara Basin, one of the most prolific basins in Peru, and have 

more than 50 oil and gas active fields. 

The bid terms and conditions, the schedule and the contract model of the bidding are 

published in the website of PERUPETRO S.A. and can be accessed by the investors. 

NEXT BIDDING ROUNDS  

Ortigas also mentioned that during the last quarter of this year the bidding of seven blocks 

for the hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation in the jungle have been scheduled, once 

the corresponding previous consultation processes have finished. 

“During the last visits to Canada and Russia we have noticed much interest of investors, 
different enterprises had asks us about the next processes and are waiting for the call for 
tenders” he mentioned. 

 

EXPLORATORY DRILLING  



The Chairman of PERUPETRO declared that the exploratory activity of this year is better 
than year 2013; it is expected to close the year with 17 exploration wells. During the first 
semester, 8 exploration wells have been drilled and there are three under way, in the 
jungle as well as in the coast.   

For 2015, it is scheduled that the number of exploration wells will rise to 27, and 
progressively to 40 exploration wells per year. 

  

HYDROCARBON PRODUCTION  

Ortigas mentioned that the hydrocarbon production during this year reached 380,000 oil 
barrels per day. During June, oil production reached 72,000 barrels, an increase of 15 per 
cent regarding the same month during last year. 

He explained that this increase is due to the higher production in blocks Z-1 (BPZ) and 
Block 67 (Perenco). It is scheduled that during the second quarter blocks 131 of CEPSA 
and 95 of Gran Tierra will re-start production tests of their exploration wells. 

Finally, he indicated that during the first semester of the year the oil fees collection for oil 
production reached 540 million dollars. 
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